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Who I am
• John Young, Principal Trainer at TSG Training 

• 30 years IT Experience, including 20 as a trainer;

• Member of the BCS and ISTQB as an accredited trainer

Ably supported by 

Bernard Melson, Managing Director and Owner of TSG Training

• 40 years IT & Business Experience

• A Fellow of the BCS

Want to know more?  
Please contact us at: enquiries@tsg.training.co.uk or call Paula on 08000 199 337

Or see our website: www.tsg-training.co.uk

http://www.tsg-training.co.uk/


Agenda

Why a new programme?

Roles, Principles and Measures

High level details about the programme

How software testers benefit

How employers benefit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As many of you know, we’ve developed a serious plan to provide software testers with a lifetime development plan, so today we’re going to demonstrate 4 key things:There is a need for a compelling Learning & Development Programme for today’s Professional testersThe high-level details of the programme and how it worksHow the software testers benefit as they move from raw beginner through to world-class test expertWhat the employer gets and how it benefits them



What was…the Single Competency Expert

Req’ts Analysis Design Build Unit Link System Sys Int UAT Pre-
Prod

I’m an expert 
in testing 

requirements

I only do 
automation 
so leave me 

here

I know the 
business 
best, so 

leave me 
here

I’m best at 
testing 

design so 
leave me 

here

I live in the new world and have 
multiple competencies that are 

valuable in most parts of this life 
cycle type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember this and siloed skills? The trouble is, there is rarely 100% need of single skills, and so:utilisation rates drop;projects become more expensiveWe risk being side-linedIt used to be that you could have a single specialism and become and in an expert in, say UAT or Test Automation and make a career of it. However, having talked extensively to employers and undertaken market research it is increasingly clear that:The days of the single skill are gone;Employers want people with multiple competencies who can adapt and undertake the varied roles demanded by today’s evolving methodsEmployees who fail to adapt might find themselves side-lined; andEmployers who fail to invest in the multiple competencies needed today may find their attrition rates rise as their employees seek a boost in learning and responsibilityWe need to think that multiple competencies allow us:To do more, and do it betterTo remain constantly utilised and increasingly valuableTo develop our careers as that value is recognisedEmployers will benefit from increased retention and employee satisfaction



What is…the Multiple Competency Expert

1. Planning

2. 
Requirements

3. Design & 
Prototype

4. Software 
Development5. Testing

6. Deployment

7. Operations & 
Maintenance

New world life cycles also require 
multiple competencies to 

increase utilisation rates and 
increase employee satisfaction

This is a sample model only. We accept that you may have a different model
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Presentation Notes
Today’s professional tester says ‘I live in the new world as a multiple competency expert. I can function and work in all parts of a sprint cycle. I might be a doer, a planner a strategist or an expert who enables corporate success in testing’.Whichever of these roles you might undertake, the ‘Long-Term Professional Tester Development Programme has been designed specifically to support:The development of competencies relevant to role typesThe development of your own personal career growth in a modern environmentCompanies to get more from satisfied staff who can deliver faster, better and more cost effectivelyThe adage that ‘those who fail to plan are planning to fail’ has never been truer for the development of software testing professionals and support of an industry that is critically short of people with the right skills.We are where we are and so we need to develop multiple competencies to keep pace as changes in technology and operating environments continue to evolve – which they will.



Defining the Engineering Roles

The programme supports development of:
1.Test Engineers
2.Senior Test Engineers
3.Lead Test Engineers
4.Test Architects & Consultants
5.World Class Testing Experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s not think of ourselves as simply testers, but test engineers who solve problems. Why? Because the most important thing Engineers is to develop solutions that are ‘Measurable’, and without measurement we cannot say what we have achieved and against what. Testing without measure is simply a waste of money



Defining the Engineering Roles

The programme supports development of:
1.Test Engineers
2.Senior Test Engineers
3.Lead Test Engineers
4.Test Architects & Consultants
5.World Class Testing Experts
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Test Architect & Consulting Competencies

Lead Test Engineer, Test Manager and Senior Manager Competencies

Stage 1: From Apprentice/Junior to Test Engineer

Stage 2:From Test Engineer To Senior Test Engineer / Test Team Leader

Stage 4: From Senior Test Engineer to Test Architect / Consultant

Stage 3: From Senior Test Engineer to Lead Test Engineer/Test Manager

ISTQB Adv.
Test Manager

ISTQB Adv.
Test Manager

Performance 
Engineering

ISTQB Adv. Auto 
Engineer

ISTQB Adv. 
Security

TMMi 
Professional

Benefits Mgmt & 
Bus.Acceptance

iSQI Product 
Owner

Stage 5: From Senior Test Engineer or Architect to Testing Expert

Test Expert Competencies

ISTQB Expert 
Test Mgmt

ISTQB Exp. Test 
Process Improve TMMi Assessor

TMMi Lead 
Assessor

ISTQB Adv.
Test Manager

Programme Test 
Management

Control & 
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ImprovementTest Process

Intro to 
Performance

Key:

Same course on Exit/Entry

C

P

Certificated
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Optional 
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Presentation Notes
We have 5 key roles, which you can see here are represented in the overall plan. We’ll come to this in more detail later as there is some context to be given first.  So before that, let’s take a look at the key principles and measures for each role, following which we’ll take a more detailed look at the overall programme and see how it:Meets objectives of developing multiple competencies in test engineersEnables career growth and corporate testing excellence



The 4-Key Principles for the 5-Roles 

Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions

Execution excellence through engineering

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked about consistent principles for different roles – so let’s think about some key measures that we can identify and use against these key, multiple competency based roles:Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions. Quite simply, we mean that we must go beyond traditional testing by building solutions to prove a system’s fitness for purpose – not simply testing it and saying we have a problemExecution excellence through engineering. That is, getting the right approaches and solutions in place for the point of whichever development method you are using. Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology. Doing it better and faster by utilising technology to achieve a specific function. Stakeholders are increasingly wanting more for the their spend, and so we have to find a way to do things better and faster, and technology is one way of achieving it.Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement. This is about learning from what we do and working more cohesively to bring about improved, engineered solutions.Now, these might seem a little broad based, but they can be applied to each of the 5-key engineering roles we’ve discussed



What to expect of a Test Engineer
Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions

• Implements demonstrable and measurable, structured design techniques appropriate to 
the technology under Test 

Execution excellence through engineering 
• Implement automation first approaches using industry best practices, targeting 

appropriate strategies for robust and repeatable automation and the appropriate 
exploratory / manual testing of change 

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology
• Is able to implement testing best practice methods specific to the technology under Test 

and aware of the benefits of using them. Has real world experience of implementing these 
practice 

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement
• Works within squad of multi skilled teams to discuss / challenge and inform approach for 

testable solutions and educating best practices in Testing and Quality
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Presentation Notes
We’ve established a set of key principles that can be measured – so what do we expect?The first stage is for Apprentices and people new to testing who will be actively engaged in developing test engineering solutions for that underpin business operations – so your role in becoming a Test Engineer is really important.The stream supports the key competencies of:Business TestingAgile TestingAutomated TestingProgrammingDevOps & Model Based Testing



What to expect of a Senior Test Engineer
Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions

• Responsible for Implementing demonstrable and measurable, structured design 
techniques appropriate to the technology under Test, aligned to the portfolio strategies 

Execution excellence through engineering 
• Responsible for the Implementation of Right Testing approaches, utilising engineered 

design to enable automation first approaches using industry best practices leveraging test 
design approaches to maximise opportunity for automation

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology
• Is able to present testing best practice methods specific to the technology under Test and 

the benefits of using them, agnostic to specific toolsets. Has real world experience of 
implementing these practices 

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement
• Leads a team within multi skilled teams to discuss / challenge and inform approach for 

testable solutions and educating best practices in Testing and Quality
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Presentation Notes
You are now a successful Test Engineer has expressed a desire to make testing your career goal and move up the ladder of seniority within a Test Practice. So, Stage 2, Developing Senior Test Engineers is for you.We’re using the same set of established key principles that can be measured – so how do they vary from those of the Test Engineer? Simple – you’re moving up a level in seniority, but the principles for measurement remain the sameThe stream supports and enables people to acquire skill in the key competencies of:Advanced Agile TestingPerformance TestingAutomated TestingModel based TestingDevOpsBusiness TestingTeam Leaders and aspiring Test ManagersTechnical Testing, such as SI, Infrastructure, etc.



What to expect of a Lead Test Engineer
Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions

• Responsible for the implementation of the test strategies within the scope of their 
portfolio / squad, aligned to the overarching Strategy 

Execution excellence through engineering 
• Responsible for the Implementation of the right Testing Approaches within their Squad, 

including principles & patterns utilising automation first approaches using industry best 
practices 

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology
• Is able to present testing best practice methods and the benefits of using them to a 

disparate audience of technical and non-technical stakeholders, agnostic to specific 
toolset. As well as experience of implementing these practices  

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement
• Works across squads & within multi skilled teams to discuss / challenge and inform 

approach for testable solutions and educating best practices in Testing and Quality
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Presentation Notes
You are now a successful Senior Test Engineer who wants to develop, so the Lead Test Engineer stream is the next logical step as it is designed for people who have already gained a good deal of testing experience, but who are beginning to think about specialising, either in leadership and management or in more technical disciplines.  It is recommended that people embarking on or entering this stream have a minimum of 4-years’ experience.The stream supports and enables people to acquire skill in the key competencies of:Technical TestingAdvanced Automated TestingPerformance TestingProduct OwnerTest Team Leader or Test ManagerTest Process ImprovementSecurity Testing



What to expect of a Test Architect / Test Consultant

Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions
• Accountable for strategies to allow for demonstrable and measurable, implementation of 

structured design techniques across the estate 

Execution excellence through engineering 
• Responsible for the Implementation of Right Testing Approaches utilising automation first 

approaches using industry best practices
• Set Test Engineering principles & patterns

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology
• Is able to present to all levels the benefits, both tangible & non-tangible, best practice 

methods and the benefits of using them, agnostic to toolset. As well as experience of 
leading teams, in implementing these best practices

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement
• Works across the organisation to influence strategy for engineering to challenge and 

inform approach for testable solutions and educating best practices in Testing and Quality
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Presentation Notes
You’ve entered a different realm now of the Test Architect stream, so you’ll be drive technology solutions, setting strategy, influencing the business and operating as an experienced consultant on behalf of both internal and external stakeholders. The stream supports the key competencies of:Automation StrategiesSecurity strategyTest Management and ArchitectureTest Process ImprovementConsulting LeadershipBusiness ManagementThe great thing is, we can still apply the same set of principles for measurement



What to expect of a The Test Expert / Senior Auditor
Engineering at the heart of designing IT solutions

• Accountable for defining and implementing methods and improvements to corporate 
level testing and major programmes 

Execution excellence through engineering 
• Provision and guidance for testing excellence that helps deliver programmes that 

meet business needs, on time and to budget

Velocity - Pinpoint accuracy at speed, enabled by technology
• Working at board level to define and present the business case for corporate 

improvement and rollout of methods to meet it

Culture, Collaboration and lifecycle continual improvement
• Works across the organisation ensure the right processes, methods and skills within 

people is in place to deliver value for money to internal and external clients 
commissioning new or changed systems to underpin business operations
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Presentation Notes
You now bucking to reach the top of your game by coming a recognised world-class testing expert. As a Test Expert you will be leading major programmes, such as business critical integration following mergers, driving technology solutions, setting organisational strategy, leading the business and operating as an experienced consultant on behalf of both internal and external stakeholders.The stream supports the key competencies of:Programme Test Management for large scale programmes Control and ManagementTest Process Development and ImprovementMeasurement and ImprovementAs before, the great thing is that we can still apply the same set of principles for measurement
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Test Architect & Consulting Competencies

Lead Test Engineer, Test Manager and Senior Manager Competencies

Stage 1: From Apprentice/Junior to Test Engineer

Stage 2:From Test Engineer To Senior Test Engineer / Test Team Leader

Stage 4: From Senior Test Engineer to Test Architect / Consultant

Stage 3: From Senior Test Engineer to Lead Test Engineer/Test Manager

ISTQB Adv.
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Stage 5: From Senior Test Engineer or Architect to Testing Expert
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, a quick look at the programme in toto.We can see the five streams that develop competencies to support differing roles and your own personal career path, each of which takes around 2-years to complete. This might seem like a long time, but we really need to practice on the job what we have learned so that it sticksEach stage:Has its own set of competencies to develop, and these are contained within the dark blue boxes.Has its own entry point to develop the base skills and competencies prior to specialisation. For Stage 1 its Introduction To Test Engineering, Stage 2 has the ISTQB Advanced Test Analyst, and so onWithin each stage is a series of optional certificated and practical learning and development sub-streams; of which one or more can be taken, depending on the number of competencies to be acquired. Some courses are considered a must, and these are contained in solid lines. Optional elements and progression is shown by dotted lines. Certificated elements are in Amber, practical in Green.Stage 1 – The Test Engineer. The solid lines/boxes indicate a path to produce rounded testers after a 2-year programme. However, there are another of other optional that elements may be taken to provide additional competencies. Stage 2 – The Senior Test Engineer as an example. The entry point is ISTQB Advanced Test Analyst. Once that has been achieved, there are 6 optional routes to establish competencies in:Automation, with model based testing at its heart, followed by more advanced tools trainingAgile. Where we can become an Agile Test Practitioner before moving on to Scrum MasterPerformance, where there is an intro and the option to take on more advanced tools based trainingTechnical Testing that uses more esoteric techniques to support integration, environments, etcRequirements engineering and process modelling for those needing further competencies on the BA side of thingsAnd lastly, practical test management and Advanced Test Manager for those with leadership in their bloodStages 3, 4 & 5 are built on the same premise. That is, a mandatory entry qualification that if followed by one or more optional streams top develop the competencies that fit with you and organisational need.The solid lines/boxes indicate a path to produce rounded testers after a 2-year programme. However, there are another of other optional that elements may be taken to provide additional competencies. Develop the base skills and competencies required for a role before embarking on specialist stream to gain additional competencies.



Recapping the 5-key development streams

A 5-Stream programme designed to take test engineers 
and more experienced people to the pinnacle on 
software testing:

1.The Test Engineer
2.The Senior Test Engineer / Team Leader
3.The Lead Test Engineer / Test Manager
4.The Test Architect / Test Consultant
5.The Text Expert / Senior Auditor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test Engineer for apprentices and entry level staff joining the Test Practice. Courses in this stream are aligned with the Government’s ‘Apprenticeship Programme’, for which 90% funding is available to all companies!Senior Test Engineers with at least 2 years’ experience who are keen to develop their test capability further and to specialise in one or more test disciplines;Lead Test Engineers with at least 4 years’ experience who are looking to become test managers with an additional specialism;Test Architects who will be setting out the stall for major test programmes and influencing decision makers and stakeholders.Test Experts who will be driving top level strategy and methods for corporate improvement.The Programme It is not a simple set of courses, but a structured L&D programme of competency based outcomes. Each of the streams is composed of a series of specialist courses to give the desired competencies for a multi-disciplined individual:Some of which are mandatory, and others are optional; andSome of which are certificated and others that are practical.But all of which are designed to imbue the right competencies to function within a role.



Employee Thinking
Competencies Confidence Ability Experience Career 

Development

Recapping Why & What’s Needed

Employer Thinking
Competencies Confidence Ability Experience Delivery 

Excellence

The programme has been developed and adopted by a major Systems Integrator. It is 
also being taken up by the BCS, so do come and talk to us about tailoring a programme 

to develop multiple competencies for your organisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap why we have a Professional Software Tester Development Programme:Gone are the days where we could have a single competency, such as UAT, for life, so the programme is based upon building multiple competencies that increase organisational skills and building employees who have multiple skills.What’s needed is Learning & Development to match today’s employers thinking and the tester’s career growth plans: The programme is based upon certificated and practical learning, supplemented by mentoring and coaching to add confidence to competence.  CLICKFor the employer: Competencies + Confidence + Ability = ExcellenceFor the professional tester: Competencies + Confidence + Ability = Career DevelopmentOur Role: Essentially, the programme works with raw recruits and all roles in testing through to certificated Expert.



Available to you

This presentation

A white paper that underpins the programme

A recording of this webinar



Thanks

Please contact us at enquiries@tsg.training.co.uk or 
call Paula on 08000 199 337 if you would like:
• A copy of the slides
• A copy of the programme notes
• Further information

See our website: www.tsg-training.co.uk for other 
info.

mailto:enquiries@tsg.training.co.uk
http://www.tsg-training.co.uk/
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